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Dear Parents/Carers

As we start and finish another term in a

national lockdown, I share as always, quite

simply that you, your children and the staff

here at DPA make us a special place to be.

A place to be?  Our virtual classrooms have

been vibrant and I have enjoyed immensely

seeing your work and hearing about your

live sessions.  I have enjoyed seeing all of

your entries for Children's Mental Health

week and most impressively, hearing how

many of you have taken real action in the

closing week of this module - changing the

world in which we live.  Whilst we have not

been together physically, we have come

together in assemblies, celebrating

successes and taking pride in each other's

work. 

We promote the love of reading here at DPA

and this module I have been reading The

Boy, the Mole, the Fox and the Horse by

Charlie Mackesy.  Reading the uplifting

stories of hope and believing in each other

represents our way at DPA and how we are

all feeling at different times, especially now.  

But together, we will get through the storms

and be stronger for it.

DPA Friends' Association 
If you would like to contact the Friends'
Association, you can                                        
email on:
dpafriendsassociation@gmail.com,
our Facebook page or leave a message
with the school office.

I have also read One Hundred steps by

Captain Sir Tom Moore.  A  heartwarming

story of Captain Sir Tom and how small

steps can lead to big adventures.  As we

encourage our children to take action and

be learners who seek to change the world,

it provides hope for all and absolute

belief that our children will change our

world for the better. Both books have

been heartwarming reads, words of

kindness and finding strength from within.

A tale of a small gesture to make a small

difference that joined a nation and

inspired a generation.  A real national

treasure that brought joy to many.  

When I look around our community at

DPA I know we have the kindness and

strength to overcome the hard times and

more than ever before, I have absolute

belief that our children are Determined,

Persistent, Achievers  - who will change

the world.  

To end using the famous words of Captain

Sir Tom Moore - ‘The sun will shine on you

again and the clouds will go away’ and I

hope you join me in saying ‘Tomorrow will

be a good day.’ I wish all of my DPA family

a safe, peaceful half term and I really look

forward to seeing you all soon! 

Miss R Roberts
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On apprend le Français à DPA!
"Determined, persistent achievers - learning to change the world"

It has undoubtedly been another term that

we will not forget.  As we continue to work

our way through Remote Learning

together, we are constantly astonished at

what we have achieved.  The work

showcased within the newsletter and on

our digital platforms is sensational and a

true indication of our school motto; 

 Determined, persistent achievers,

learning to change the world. 

DPA staff have risen to the occasion and

delivered an engaging and inspiring

curriculum through these challenging

circumstances, constantly exploring new

ways to make learning relevant and

exciting.  This was clearly seen through

Enterprise week, as pupils brought

together their knowledge gathered

throughout the term, creating products

that were thoroughly researched and

branded to make a difference in the world.

SLT update
THANK YOU for your continued support in

listening to the children read, helping them

practise their spellings and researching

more about their subjects on their

knowledge. It’s been brilliant to see so

many examples of action being taken at

home on the Class Dojo pages.

Well done DPA!

The most remarkable aspect of this

lockdown, has been how closely learning

has resembled the classroom.  Through

Class DoJo, the Virtual Home Rooms and

Google Classroom, pupils have engaged

with their Inquiries into a range of

subjects.  Pupils and staff alike have found

new practices to enhance learning and

create a learning platform that is unique

to Dartford Primary Academy.  Who would

have thought we would become so well

versed in Jamboards and Google Forms!

Finally a big thank you to all our parents

and carers, who have given us such

support and encouraging messages.  We

will continue to work tirelessly to keep

learning thriving at DPA.



IB Primary Years Programme
Our journey to becoming an IB World School

continues!

The Learner Profile

Despite this term being delivered remotely, our

brilliant children have continued to develop

their learner profile attributes.  In a world of

online learning, we have become incredible

communicators through our uses of ClassDojo,

Google Classroom, Jamboard and others to share

our learning with each other.  In our inquiries, we

have been inquirers and knowledgeable when

learning and applying new knowledge and skills.  

We have also continued to challenge children to

be thinkers when solving problems across the

curriculum from maths to science to Enterprise

Week. Here are some videos of our children

talking about and using their learner profile

attributes → https://youtu.be/sIWNfF9OtfE

https://youtu.be/EfHypAripcQ

Enterprise Week
Our final week of term saw all children

engage in Enterprise Week.  We were

challenged to be Determined, Persistent

Achievers  in order to take action as global

citizens.  Staff have been overwhelmed with

the creativity and enthusiasm families have

had during this exciting week.  Our children

have shown that they are caring learners

who want to make a difference.  We’d like to

encourage all families to talk about actions

they can take to help others during our

inquiries! Check out our Enterprise assembly

here in case you missed it →

https://youtu.be/ejbcnA6qWkA

We need you!
Next term, we have an exciting visit from a

member of the IB, who would love to speak to

parents and students about all of their fantastic

learning experiences and what it means to be a

member of the team DPA! If you or your child

would like to take part in a virtual chat, please

contact declan.filsell@dartfordprimary.org.uk or

send Mr Filsell a message on ClassDojo.

"Determined, persistent achievers - learning to change the world"

International Baccalaureate

Dartford Primary Academy Spring Newsletter (1) 2021
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What Reception have been learning in Term 3:

The children have really engaged with remote learning this term and it’s

been lovely for staff to see the photos and videos of their work! This term

our PYP central idea was ‘People in communities help to keep us safe.’ We

have been finding out about the first responders, ambulance, police and

fire services, what number to call in an emergency and comparing the

service vehicles to other countries. We shared a photo of Teddy falling off

of a bike and asked the children to be inquirers and see if they could find

out what happened. Lots of the children mentioned that police help us so

we asked them to become the police officers. They became

communicators and told us what they knew about police by dressing up,

making uniforms and talking with their families. Next the children

watched witness videos, researched and created a wanted poster to help

catch the suspect who pushed Teddy off of his bike.

The children then researched paramedics and learnt more about the

ambulance service and hospitals, as Teddy was hurt and needed medical

attention. They practised the recovery position and had to be thinkers on

how they could make Teddy better. Some children decided to use toilet

roll as a bandage! They dressed up as nurses and doctors and were caring

towards their own teddies to make them better, before becoming fire

officers and finding out more about what they do. They became more

knowledgeable about the first responders as they asked questions and

found out about their role. They learnt they had to stop, drop and roll if

their clothes were on fire and found out where the smoke alarm was in

their house and what to do if it went off.

They had fun creating pictures and models about the emergency services.

In maths, the children have been learning numbers 6-10; counting, writing

the numbers, ordering numbers and using the part, part whole model to

help write number sentences. The children have also enjoyed Numbots

and seeing which level they can move onto!

 

Year R

"Determined, persistent achievers - learning to change the world"
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This term, year one have continued learning through the

transdisciplinary theme of ‘Where we are in place and time’.  

Using our ongoing central idea of ‘The past influences the

present and the future’, we started this term learning more about Queen

Victoria and the industrial revolution. Even when working from home, the

year one children continued to be inquirers and discovered facts about

the life of Queen Victoria, the difference in the clothing, children’s toys

and technology compared to our own lives today. We thoroughly enjoyed

learning about the awful jobs that children used to have to do during the

Victorian times and feel thankful that we do not have to do them today!

We then moved along the timeline to find Queen Victoria’s great-great

granddaughter, our current monarch, Queen Elizabeth II. After learning

about her life as queen so far, we looked at the different ways that her

royal highness has influenced change in her own time. We learnt about

the further changes in technology that have allowed us to be learning

from home. We even received an email from Queen Elizabeth II and had

to reply to her!!

In amongst this challenging time of working from home, year

one have still found the opportunities to be caring individuals. They have

learnt about charities that the monarchy are patrons of, designing their

own posters to raise awareness of a cause that is important to them. They

also supported the children’s mental health week, with many of them

sharing how they express themselves and enjoying our first no-screen

day. And now they are trying to begin to change the world by helping the

homeless during DPA’s enterprise week. 

You have all been truly amazing during this time working from home, and

we are all incredibly proud of each and every one of you!

The Year One Team

 

Year 1

"Determined, persistent achievers - learning to change the world"
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Year 2 have been working extremely hard this term remotely. Our

transdisciplinary theme has been ‘How the World Works.’ Our

central idea was ‘Technology may enhance our lives.’ We have

been doing an inquiry into how technology has changed over time,

the connection technology has within our lives and the different

perspectives people have on technology.  We looked at the

changes that devices like phones have been through and explored

how different jobs utilise technology every day. We were brilliant

communicators when interviewing our family members to find out

what they use technology for.  It was really interesting to hear

different views on whether technology has a positive or negative

impact on our lives.  We have learnt that technology can be great

as long as we use it sensibly. 

Our final week this term has been Enterprise Week!  We have loved

creating products or services in order to change the world and help

others by using technology. We have had to use our thinking and

communication skills in order to make a difference to the world.

Year 2 have mastered remote learning and have really impressed

all the adults in all subjects. We can’t wait to see what they can do

when we’re back at school.

Great job year 2!

Year 2
"Determined, persistent achievers - learning to change the world"
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This term our Transdisciplinary Theme was ‘How the World

Works’ and in Year 3 we set out on our Arctic Adventure!

We started off with exploring where the Arctic actually is in

the world, using Google Earth to find out lots of interesting

things! The children became familiar with all things Arctic,

like tundra, arctic animals and the Northern Lights! We

even managed to find an article which showed the

Northern Lights being seen in Scotland! Excitingly, the

children had a virtual visit with Tom from the Arctic, who

told us all about Cambridge Bay (the town that he lives in).

He showed us pictures of polar bears, wolverines and

Arctic hares! Tom also told us that the temperature can

drop to as low as minus 50 degrees!

We then delved into lots of science investigations to figure

out how we could help Matthew Henson (a character from

our class reader) to successfully reach the North Pole. The

children experimented with magnets and investigated

which material would be best to use to make a compass,

before having a go at making their own at home! During

this part of our inquiry, Year 3 had lots of fun writing a

narrative describing Matthew's journey to the Frozen

North! 

Once the children had learnt all about the Arctic, they

looked at how global warming has affected the people and

animals that live there! Each class had a fantastic live

debate which focused on whether or not people should be

allowed to drive cars because of the carbon emissions that

they release. These debates were extremely interesting

and the children were great communicators when arguing

their points!

 

Year 3

"Determined, persistent achievers - learning to change the world"
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Wow, what an action-packed term it has been in Year 4

with so many fun activities and challenges! As part of our

central idea ‘rivers can be essential to life’, the children

used their inquiring minds to investigate the journey of a

drop of water from the source of a river to the sea. This

inspired the children to write some delightful recounts of

the journey and to create incredible models of an entire

river system and the features found along the way. As

scientists, the children  investigated the water cycle and

applied their knowledge to make a fun ‘water cycle in a

bag’.   When finished, the children taped  their sealed bag

onto a window and observed first-hand  the process of

evaporation, condensation, and precipitation. This caused

much excitement for the children and adults alike!

Other immersive activities included: role-playing a

molecule becoming increasingly more excited as it

changes state, using aromatherapy oils to explain the

movement of gas particles and discovering that a plastic

bottle is  easier to flatten with its lid off, due to the

absence of air inside.In art, the children learnt how rivers

have long  been a source of inspiration for artists. They

carefully considered the use of light and colour in

Monet’s River Thames paintings and studied the life of

this great ‘impressionist’ artist. Finally, they used all their

expertise to create some magnificent  Monet inspired

paintings.

Throughout the term, the year 4 team have enjoyed  our

regular live catch-up sessions with the children.  These

meetings are  a great opportunity for the children to  ask

questions about their learning, as well as a chance  to

play some fun games together. We look forward to these

sessions resuming after the February break. This week,

the children became ‘Apprentice’ style entrepreneurs and

rose magnificently to the challenge of designing,

branding, advertising  and pitching their flood defence

designs.

Finally, the year four team would like to thank the

children for showing great resilience and curiosity this

term. They have proven to be great thinkers, keen

inquirers and knowledgeable students. We would also

like to thank all the families for their support, especially

over the past few weeks. You really have made a

tremendous difference.

Please click the link below to watch a water course.

Year 4

"Determined, persistent achievers - learning to change the world"

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ui=2&ik=72ccf884b2&attid=0.1&permmsgid=msg-
f:1691310640891162715&th=1778be112327f05b&view=att&disp=safe&realattid=f_kkzeej
1l0

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ui=2&ik=72ccf884b2&attid=0.1&permmsgid=msg-f:1691310640891162715&th=1778be112327f05b&view=att&disp=safe&realattid=f_kkzeej1l0
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Our transdisciplinary theme this term is ‘How the World

Works` and the central idea that we have been exploring is

‘Human invention can impact the availability of resources.`

The children have excelled in remote learning this term and

have produced some brilliant work. They have especially

enjoyed the live Q&A sessions with their teachers and friends.

The children learnt why water scarcity exists around the

world and found out about how it affects Dartford, Las Vegas,

Brazil and Nigeria. The children especially enjoyed

identifying those areas on a map.

During their home learning the children had to become

‘Artists’ and create a piece of artwork linked to water

scarcity. They had to use a ‘salt technique’ which involved

mixing salt and watercolours to create a different texture

and effect to their work.

Also this term, the children became ‘Scientists’ for the day

and took part in some fun science experiments and

investigations.  These included: mentos challenge, flushable

or not? and filtering. 

The children have also been amazing risk-takers this term

and extended their computer and Google Suite knowledge.

They have created their own Google Site and Google Form

and some have even begun to display their work using

Jamboards. We have seen some amazing pieces of writing

produced this term where the children have really shown

what skills they have learnt and their passion for their

inquiry topic. These have included: writing letters to Miss

Roberts explaining how we could save water at school and

discussion texts debating: ‘Is the distribution of water fair?’.

  

Year 5

"Determined, persistent achievers - learning to change the world"

Also during this term, the children have been risk-takers

again with their French work. They have really risen to the

challenge completing French activities relating to their

inquiry topic and really demonstrated their new knowledge.
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It’s been a very interesting term, resorting to online learning. Our

year 6 children have proven to be resilient learners who have

adjusted and adapted swiftly to learning at home. We have been

so proud of their engagement and willingness to complete their

work daily with so many of you finding a variety of inventive and

creative ways of learning - you have  truly impressed us. The

children have really enjoyed our Transdisciplinary Theme of,

‘How the world works?’ where our central idea: ‘Sustainability is

important for the environment’ hooked the children into how we

can use energy sustainably so that we can make a positive change

in the world. We explored the term energy; looking at the

different types and compared energy inequalities in a different

part of the world (Malawi).

This has been an eye-opening experience for the children to

understand that not every part of the world has the same amount

of energy or electricity and hopefully will get them thinking of

ways to save electricity in their everyday lives. 

This knowledge has proven useful for their Enterprise Week,

where the children were set with a task to invent or create

something that will  improve people’s lives in our communities or

to address environmental issues that are affecting the world. 

 With their inquiry knowledge, the children were able to create

some amazing persuasive adverts  and narrative stories.

Reading this term has really helped support and embed some of

the knowledge the children have built up through their Inquiry

work. Our class reader, ‘The Boy Who Harnessed the Wind’ - a true

story - has given them exposure to what life would be like without

energy and electricity; as well as this, they have seen that no

matter how difficult life can be, with a lot of hard work and

dedication, people can still achieve wonderful things. Alongside

the class reader, children have studied and answered questions

on texts about famous inventors, population (both sparse and

dense), energy and circuits.

For these lessons, children were given the opportunity to attend

live sessions, asking and helping each other answer questions

about difficult words, phrases and terms used within a piece of

writing. Their excellent behaviour and attitude during such

sessions have led to great progress.

     

This term our mathematicians have been working hard

on geometry, decimals and percentages. We have

delved into the world of coordinates and plotting on

grids followed by converting fractions to decimals and

percentages.  The children have really engaged well in

the Maths sessions that run every morning at 9am

getting personalised help from their teacher, giving the

children the opportunity to ask questions live as and

when they need the help. This session has proved really

popular and has helped bridge the learning gap that

many are seeing due to learning in lockdown.  Who

knew a fridge makes a great whiteboard for delivering

maths lessons?

It has been a great term of learning, even though we’re

learning from home. The live sessions have made a

huge difference for engagement, giving the children

opportunities to ask questions to clarify

understandings. Not only that, it was lovely to see

everyone’s faces on a daily basis.
     

Year 6
"Determined, persistent achievers - learning to change the world"
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Dear Families
Although we hear positive news that we may be nearing the end of this third

lockdown, normality still seems a lifetime away.We are pleased that our earlier

NSPCC assemblies Stay Safe, Speak Out are beginning to show impact with

children letting school adults know when the pressure of lockdown is getting

to them or questioning what they may have seen online.Whilst many parents

have contacted us seeking support for a variety of reasons,we are aware that

many will find it hard to make that call. The pressures of all being on top of

one another without a break, struggling with homeschooling, fear of illness

and possible financial difficulties can push any of us to breaking point. We can

often feel it is only us not coping.Young Minds have created a useful

'Supporting Parents Helpfinder'. By answering six questions, parents can find

out how to support their child's mental health during the pandemic (and

beyond).Find the help finder here: https://youngminds.org.uk/supporting-

parents-helpfinder/If you have any concerns about a child please do not

hesitate to either contact the NSPCC 0808 800 5000 or email

help@nspcc.org.uk or Kent's Children's Team on 03000 41 11 11 (text relay

18001 03000 41 11 11) or email social.services@kent.gov.uk.If as an adult you

don’t feel safe at home and would find it hard to make a phone call you can

online chat to the National Domestic Abuse hotline

https://www.nationaldahelpline.org.uk/Chat-to-us-online for advice and

support. The government has launched the Ask for ANI (Action Needed

Immediately) codeword scheme to enable victims of domestic abuse to access

immediate help from the police, or other support services, from the safety of

their local pharmacy.As ever if you feel in immediate danger or fear that

someone else is then call 999 for the emergency servicesIf you want to contact

the safeguarding team, you can do so using the email address:-

safeguarding@darfordprimary.org.uk .We are always around to listenAnna

Reid  07710859353     Marion Mealin 07483168314  FLOs@DPA

This term has been a busy one, and has seen our children share a

total of 11,800 books and spend 67,100 minutes reading with their

families. This by far exceeds the books shared in both term 1 and

term 2, and is a testament to our families ensuring reading is still

happening even at home. This week our top three year groups are;

Year 3 with 1,320 minutes, Year 5 with 1,160 minutes and Year 2

with 1,130 minutes, well done! Our top year group who engaged

with MyON the most this term, is Year 3 with a total of 13,500

minutes of reading, how impressive. Thank you to all of our DPA

families for sharing your child’s learning and developing a love of

reading, keep up the hard work. 

Online Safety Update
Dear Parents, 

Being safe online has never been as important as it is now. We are asking

your children to work remotely. This means blended learning using a mix

of live sessions, recorded sessions and offering links to other providers of

educational services. All of these present their own challenges when we

consider how to keep our children safe online.

This term has seen DPA gain accreditation through National Online

Safety. This means that the whole community is committed to a safe

online experience. All staff have taken specific courses and parents are

taking advantage of the learning that is offered too. Safer Internet Day

also shed a spotlight on the importance of trusted adults being available

for our children. We need to be there for our children to ask questions of

if and when they stumble across something that they are unsure of, or

makes them feel unsafe online. The theme centred around an internet

that we can trust. There is no doubt that our children need us to help

them navigate the internet safely and successfully. Thank you for your

continued support with blended learning at home and the associated

online safety. If you haven’t signed up for free access to National Online

Safety, you can here: http://nationalonlinesafety.com/enrol/dartford-

primary-academy

The Digital Engagement Team.

If you have any concerns about a child please do not hesitate to

either contact the NSPCC or Kent's Children's Team on 03000 41 11

11 (text relay 18001 03000 41 11 11) or email

social.services@kent.gov.uk.

If you think someone is in immediate danger, the best thing to

do is call 999 for the emergency services.

For advice and help regarding domestic abuse please contact  the
National Domestic Abuse Helpline:
0808 2000 247.

Keeping Everyone Safe

E-safety and Online Learning

"Determined, persistent achievers - learning to change the world"

https://www.nationaldahelpline.org.uk/Chat-to-us-online
http://nationalonlinesafety.com/enrol/dartford-primary-academy
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Children’s Mental Health Week

DPA supported this campaign because we recognise that mental health

and wellbeing play a vital part in all our lives. Thank you for all of your

competition entries - it was great to see the children expressing

themselves in a variety of ways. Well done to our winning entries!

Staff also chose to join in on the fun and we launched another DPA staff

video - if you didn’t catch it, you can watch it here: 

https://youtu.be/YsT_ucFA9sA   

Here at DPA, we are continuously looking for ways to support our whole

school community with mental health and wellbeing. We have some

exciting new resources from a Relax Kids trained professional - more

information and the first set of videos will be making their way to you

and to our school soon.Emotional Wellbeing TeamWe are incredibly

lucky to be part of a trailblazer scheme supporting children and families

with wellbeing. Our EWT member is called Izzy Stokes and she has been

delivering parent workshops and the occasional session for our children

over the last year. Here are the new workshops for March, with more

coming soon:

01.03.21 First session of Create and Connect, 4pm (Emma and Aneesa)

https://zoom.us/j/96743042819?

pwd=dTFkOUgzSklKUHJDSllxSEYwV2lSQT09

02.03.21 - Introduction to Autism Spectrum Condition, 1-2pm

https://zoom.us/j/92602399926?

pwd=VWQ3VjY0STJoWklWcmJjQnliRG5idz09

05.03.21 - Transition back to school, 3.30pm

https://zoom.us/j/92222860863?

pwd=Z3ZJRmZvRXFkWTRIRmEzQi9BN0ZJdz09

Mindful Moments In school

We introduced three mindful moments into our school day. These

consisted of a morning greeting, afternoon check in and a home time

reflection. Our days can be busy and this is a challenging time for many -

but taking the time to connect and check in with each other as a family

may be a good way to stay grounded. Our morning greetings always

started our day with a ‘good morning’ - you could add ‘how did you

sleep?’ After lunch, our staff would check in with the children asking

them how play was, what they had for lunch - this is a good time to just

see how the day is going - when there is still time to turn it around! A

good way to encourage children to engage is to ask them ‘what’s one

thing that really made you laugh/smile/feel challenged today?At the

end of the day, we always make time to reflect. Have we shown a

particular learner profile today? Is there a piece of work we would like

to come back to? What were you proud of today? What was the best part

of today? What would you like to learn tomorrow?Feel free to try using

mindful moments at home, they help us to reconnect with each other

when life feels a little too busy.

 

  

Free school meals
vouchers for February half term

We are pleased to let you know that if your child is
eligible for free school meals, you will receive a £15 voucher for the
half term holiday.

We would advise you, however, that the voucher will be coming
from Schoolvouchers.com and not Edenred.

Instructions how to redeem your voucher have been sent out via
ParentMail. If you experience any difficulties redeeming this
voucher please email office@dartfordprimary.org.uk and we will do
our best to reply to you as soon as possible. The email address will
not be monitored on a daily basis.
 
After half term the vouchers will be distributed by Edenred
once again.
Finally...

. 

https://youtu.be/YsT_ucFA9sA
https://zoom.us/j/96743042819?pwd=dTFkOUgzSklKUHJDSllxSEYwV2lSQT09
https://zoom.us/j/92602399926?pwd=VWQ3VjY0STJoWklWcmJjQnliRG5idz09
https://zoom.us/j/92222860863?pwd=Z3ZJRmZvRXFkWTRIRmEzQi9BN0ZJdz09
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This term our PYP central idea was ‘People in

communities help to keep us safe.’ We have been

finding out about who helps us in our everyday life, for

example; police, doctors, firefighters and dentists. 

We shared a photo of Teddy falling off of a bike and

asked the children to be inquirers. We asked them to

think about who helps them when they are hurt or if

they are feeling poorly. They can ask an adult in the

nursery at school or a grown up if they are at home. 

Then someone had left a mess in the nursery classroom

and had taken some porridge. The children had to

talk with their grown up about who they could ask to

help them find out what had happened and what they

had to do to solve a mystery. They learnt that

police officers help us to solve a problem and drew and

made models of different ways that police officers can

travel.  A cat had climbed a tree in the playground and

it was stuck! The children talked about who they could

call to help them rescue the cat and thought that

firefighters could help as they have long ladders. They

made fire pictures and fire engine models using

different materials. The children learnt about the fire

alarm in their own home and if clothes are on fire, the

person needs to stop, drop and roll. 

The children then discovered that Teddy had a sore

tooth and learnt about trips to the dentist and how

important keeping their teeth healthy is.

They looked at their own teeth and found out which

foods are good to keep their teeth healthy. 

 In maths the children have been learning numbers up

to 10; they have practised counting, writing and

recognising them. They have also been ordering

numbers up to 5 and then trying to work out which is

missing when one gets taken away. 

Nursery update



A really BIG thank you to all staff at DPA for their

dedication, commitment and unwavering support for our

children whilst we are in lockdown.

Staffing

"Determined, persistent achievers - learning to change the world"
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ACADEMIC YEAR
DATES 2020/21

  Term 1

  Thursday 3rd September- Friday 16th October  

  Half term holiday -   Monday  19th October to Friday 30th October inclusive

  Term 2  

  Monday 2nd November - Friday 18th December 

  Christmas holidays -  Monday 21st December to Friday 1st January 

  Term 3

  Monday 4th January -  Thursday 11th February

  Half term holiday

  Friday 12th February - Friday 19th February inclusive 

  Term 4  

  Monday 22nd February - Thursday  1st April 

  Easter Holidays

  Friday 2nd April to Friday 16th April inclusive  

  Term 5  

  Monday 19th April - Friday 28th May  

  Half term holiday  

  Monday 31st May to Friday 4th June  

  Term 6  

  Monday 7th June -Tuesday 20th July

 These dates are subject to change following guidance from GOV around 

 COVID19. 

 Please note that Wednesday 21st, Thursday 22nd July and

 Friday 23rd July are for 30 hour children nursery children only so they will

 finish on Friday 23rd July.

   


